Unit Code Screening Committee

Minutes of 8 February 2000

In attendance: Martha Lapas & Michael Cotter from ALS

Attending: R. Scott; D. White; T. Yarbrough; B. Grossnickle; L. Ingalls; T. Carter; G. Hughes

The meeting scheduled for February 9, 2000 was called to order at 3:30.

Without a quorum, the members acted as a sub-committee and made the following recommendations:

Corrections:
Line   Corrections/Additions
63     R to r
254    Will add that performance criteria will be developed prior to the review period.
344    Change to: These are the ranges of weights the....

Other suggested punctuation, etc. changes --

279   ;
307   A to a
332   underline ad hoc
342   S in Services to s
563   a to A in assembly

The sub-committee recommends to the full committee the adoption of these recommendations.

ALS is to provide the chair with three copies of the changed code and John Stevens with one copy.

There was a friendly discussion of the Draft Procedures.

Copies of the code for Allied Health Sciences were distributed to the members present. Additional copies to J. Stevens for distribution of absent members.

The meeting adjourned at 4:00